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DECEMBER 2018We have a daypack for every possible situation.

HOW TO CHOOSE A DAYPACK
WHAT TYPE OF PACK SHOULD I GET?
There are a few factors to think about when you’re 
choosing a daypack. You’ll need to consider what you’re 
primarily using the daypack for. Some daypacks have quite 
specific features: for example, a mountaineering-style pack 
will have crampon, ski and ice axe attachment points. Other 
daypacks, such as a hiking daypack, may have more generic 
features.

Another consideration is the litreage of the daypack. 
You’ll need to give some thought to the overall load 
capacity of the daypack in order to ensure you‘ll be able to 
fit in the gear you want to take. 

Daypacks in the 40–55 litre category would be classed as 
day-and-a-half packs or overnighters, generally speaking. 
Depending on how you pack your gear, a 40–55 litre 
pack may be perfectly adequate for your personal gear 
on multiday trips – particularly if your food, water and 
accommodation is otherwise catered for. This is why the 
40–55 litre daypacks are so popular with Camino and 
Kokoda trekkers.

Deuter Aircontact Lite 40+10, 
a technical trekking pack.

packs
A BOGONG BUYING GUIDE   

40–55 litre 

A good daypack is a great companion. At Bogong we have urban daypacks for everyday use, technical 
daypacks for bushwalking and hiking, larger daypacks ideal for trekking the Kokoda Trail or the Camino 
de Santiago, speciality daypacks for skiing, mountaineering and alpine use, waterproof daypacks, climbing 
daypacks, ultralight daypacks for adventure racing… you get the picture.
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Rab Ascendor 35:40, 
mountaineering pack.

The Mont Sentinel in use in the Dolomites, Italy



Model Capacity Weight Price
Lowe Alpine
AIRZONE TREK 35:45 35 + 10 L 1.6 kg $339.95

AIRZONE TREK 45:55 45 + 10 L 1.63 kg $359.95

AIRZONE TREK ND33:40 33 + 7 L 1.42 kg $339.95

AIRZONE TREK ND43:50 43 + 7 L 1.6 kg $359.95

CHOLATSE 32 32 L 1.53 kg $319.95

CHOLATSE 42:47 42 + 5 L 1.77 kg $349.95

CHOLATSE 52:57 52 + 5 L 1.85 kg $359.95

CHOLATSE ND30 30 L 1.47 kg $319.95

CHOLATSE ND40:45 40 + 5 L 1.7 kg $349.95

CHOLATSE ND50:55 50 + 5 L 1.77 kg $359.95
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TREKKING PACKS

Also available:
AIRZONE TREK 35:45 
$339.95

AIRZONE TREK ND 43:50 
$359.95

LOWE ALPINE  
AIRZONE TREK 
45:55
$359.95

LOWE ALPINE  
AIRZONE TREK 
ND33:40
$339.95

LOWE ALPINE  
CHOLATSE  
42:47
$349.95

LOWE ALPINE  
CHOLATSE  
ND40:45
$349.95

• Lightweight
• Hydration compatible
• Raincover
• Front access
• Hiking pole loops
• Ice axe loop
• Adjustable lid
• Front external storage
• Zippered hip belt pocket
• Lid pocket
• Synthetic
• AirZone Centro adjustable back length 

and AdaptiveFit hip belt ensuring 
perfect fit

• AirZone breathable back, maximising 
airflow

• Versatile front elastic stowage cradle

Multiple volumes available 
ND sized for women’s fit
Fabric 210D Mini Ripstop / HydroShield

• Zipped side entry for easy access
• Front stash pocket
• Adjustable back-length with easy to use 

hook and loop backsystem
• Web loop compression strap for 

fastening poles and axes securely
• HeadLocker axe attachment system
• Secure TipGripper walking pole 

attachments
• Large stretch mesh side pockets
• External zipped lid pocket
• Daisy chain lash points
• Zipped hipbelt pockets
• Hydration bladder compatible
• Rain cover included
• Forward pull hipbelt adjustment
• Adjustable Air Contour™+ system moves 

with you. Ventilated, moulded back 
pad, and dual density foam hip belt 
and shoulder straps, with breathable 
mesh that draws moisture away from 
your body.

Multiple volumes available 
ND sized for women’s fit
Fabric Ripstop nylon, 420D reinforcements

Also available:
CHOLATSE 32
$319.95

CHOLATSE 52:57
$359.95

CHOLATSE ND30
$319.95

CHOLATSE ND50:55
$359.95

A fully featured top-loader that has all the features 
you’d expect in a modern pack. Designed for trekking, 
it has a well-ventilated back system and multiple access 
points so you can find your gear on the go.

AIRZONE TREK SERIES

Lowe Alpine’s redesigned Air Contour+ carry system with 
an adjustable one-piece scapula gives a snug, stable fit that 
moves with your body. Rough ripstop nylon makes up this 
top-loader, made for advanced day hiking and trekking.

CHOLATSE SERIES



Model Capacity Weight Price

Deuter
AIRCONTACT LITE 40+10 40 + 10 L 1.68 kg $369.95

AIRCONTACT LITE 50+10 50 + 10 L 1.75 kg $389.95

AIRCONTACT LITE 35+10SL 35 + 10 L 1.58 kg $369.95

AIRCONTACT LITE 45+10SL 35 + 10 L 1.7 kg $389.95

Wilderness Equipment
CONTOUR 35 + 10 L 1.6 kg $299.95

Mont
SENTINEL 42/45 L 1.6 kg $329.95
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DEUTER 
AIRCONTACT LITE 
40+10
$369.95

• Lightweight
• Hydration compatible
• Front access
• Hiking pole loops
• Ice axe loops
• Adjustable lid
• Adjustable back length
• Separate bottom compartment
• Front external storage
• Zippered hip belt pocket
• Lid pocket
• Synthetic
• Compact multi-layer hip belt 

construction with ‘pull-forward’ function 
making it easy to fasten, even with 
heavy loads

• Contoured shoulder straps with soft 
edges

• Lightweight aluminium
• X-frame
• Removable separator pocket
• Wet pocket
• Double-layered base

DEUTER 
AIRCONTACT LITE 
35+10SL
$369.95

Roomy, ultra durable canvas 
pack. This top-loader sports 
side compression straps for 
undersized loads, as well 
as multiple bar tacks for 
reinforcement. With stowaway 
hip-belt wings, this is the 
perfect pack for both urban 
and wilderness adventures.

• Hydration compatible
• Raincover
• Lid pockets
• Canvas
• Generous external pocket
• Segmented back panel for 

optimal load carrying comfort
• Stowaway hip wings
• Adjustable bottle pockets
• Tie-on points can take cord for 

creating external storage

Fabric High-density 275g corespun 
canvas

A canvas ‘day-and-a-half’pack, 
well suited to overnight 
adventures. The Sentinel is the 
ideal size for taking on some of 
the world’s classic walks, such 
as the Kokoda Trail. The Mont 
Sentinel Backpack is fitted 
with a SoloLite Harness with 
a lightweight but supportive 
hip belt, contoured shoulder 
straps and dual hollow-form 
aluminium stays.

• Walking pole and ice-axe 
attachment points

• Front daisy chain
• Nylon storm throat, single-hand 

closure and compression strap
• SoloLite Harness with V-Ridge 

Foam and lightweight hip-belt
• Dual side compression straps
• Shoulder strap zip pocket
• Double layer base with Cordura 

outer and DR80 Canvas inner
• Dual removable vertical Hollow 

Form Aluminium Stays
• Hydration bladder compatible
• Adjustable sternum strap 

Fabric Australian DR80 Canvas

WILDERNESS 
EQUIPMENT 
CONTOUR
$299.95

MONT 
SENTINEL
$329.95

Sleek packs remain true to their lightweight credentials. 
Minimal weight with a purist, technical look make AirContact 
Lite light, yet reliable.

The functional Aircontact Lite back system balances carrying 
comfort, weight and ventilation. It provides ideal dissipation 
of damp air, offering consistent pack conditions for trekking 
and alpine climbs.

Multiple volumes available 
SL sized for women’s fit 
Fabric PES 600 D polyester, PU coat

AIRCONTACT LITE SERIES
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MOUNTAIN PACKS

Take on technical day hikes 
or overnighters that need 
your bivi with this adaptable 
pack. Whether climbing, 
mountaineering or trekking, 
the flexible Ascendor gives 
your gear protection while 
remaining comfortable on 
your back.

Lidded top entry with a zipped 
side access point gives you 
quick access to your kit. 
Capable of carrying skis with 
the lower loops with other 
gear attachment points and 
features throughout. Built 
from a tough, 50% recycled 
fabric around the sides and 
base. 35% recycled fabric 
utilised in other areas. 
Completely abrasion, tear and 
water resistant for multi-
season use. 

• TRI-FLEX™ fixed carry system 
with moulded, snow shedding 
back panel

• Top tensioner stabilises load 
close to your body

• Detachable hip belt with gear 
loops and removable padding 
and webbing

• Front daisy chain and under lid 
rope strap

• 2 HeadLocker ice axe 
attachments with removable 
lashes

• Detachable lid with outer zip 
pocket and inner map pocket

• Secure closure when lid is 
removed

• Hydration compatible with 3L 
bladder

• Sternum strap with whistle
• A-frame ski carry

Fabric High-density 275g corespun 
canvas

Ultralight but built to take a 
beating. Spectra® fibres spun 
in this pack are x15 stronger 
that steel relative to their 
weight, making this alpine 
pack tough and versatile.

• Part recycled tough fabric 
protects against sharp tools, 
rock and ski edges

• Roll top entry and zipped rear 
pocket access

• 2 HeadLocker ice axe 
attachments with removable 
lash

• Detachable but secure rope 
carry strap

• Lower compression straps 
double as A-frame ski carry 
option

• Sternum strap with whistle
• Top tensioner
• Removable hipbelt
• Daisy chain

Fabric 210D Cordura with Spectra® 
Ripstop, Hydroshield Dura and 50% 
Recycled 420 PW, Hydroshield

All-season pack for use 
in any weather condition. 
Minimalistic design for alpine 
adventures, with a roll top 
closure to protect your kit. 

• Minimalistic and weatherproof 
design

• Roll-top closure
• Side-entry zipper taped main 

compartment access
• Generous front pocket for a 

shovel blade and ski skins
• Excellent ski attachment system
• Various anchor points for 

additional gear
• Frame: removable crosslinked 

PE foam board
• Water Resistance: 

Weatherproof

Fabric B400 D HD ripstop nylon, 
TPU film laminated

Sleek, weatherproof mountain 
pack developed and designed 
with professional mountain 
guides. Stripped of all 
unnecessary extras to be a full 
performance pack. 

• Lightweight
• Hydration compatible
• Hiking pole loops
• Ice axe loops
• Daisy chains
• Lid pockets
• Synthetic
• Weatherproof pack with taped 

seams
• Weatherproof lid pocket YKK 

zipper
• 5 daisy chains for endless 

attachment options
• 2 lid pockets
• Removable thermoformed hip 

belt
• Removable map pocket

Fabric 400 D HD ripstop nylon, TPU 
film laminated

Also available:
RAB ASCENDOR 45:50
$299.95

RAB 
ASCENDOR 
35:40
$279.95

EXPED 
MOUNTAIN PRO 
30
$449.95

EXPED 
SERAC 
45
$369.95

RAB 
LATOK 
38
$329.95



Model Size Capacity Weight Price

Rab
ASCENDOR 35:40 70 x 32 x 26 cm 35 + 5 L 1.31 kg $279.95

ASCENDOR 45:50 70 x 36 x 32 cm 45 + 5 L 1.34 kg $299.95

LATOK 38 60 x 33 x 22 cm 38 L 0.86 kg $329.95

Exped
SERAC 45 69 x 32 x 25 cm 45 L 0.88 kg $369.95

MOUNTAIN PRO 30 58 x 30 x 24 cm 32 L 1.26 kg $449.95

Lowe Alpine
HALCYON 35-40 67 x 30 x 25 cm (M) 30 L 1.31 kg (M) $249.95

Wilderness Equipment
GEEHI 50L 50 + 10 L 1.60 kg $299.95

Deuter
GUIDE LITE 28SL 60 x 28 x 20 cm 28 + 6 L 0.85 kg $249.95

GUIDE LITE 30+ 63 x 27 x 21 cm 30 + 6 L 0.90 kg $249.95

GUIDE 34+ 66 x 28 x 24 cm 34 + 8 L 1.33 kg $299.95
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LOWE ALPINE 
HALCYON 
35-40
$249.95

DEUTER  
GUIDE 
34+
$299.95

Scale glaciers or scramble 
rocks with this mid-volume 
alpine mountaineering pack. 
Traditional, sleek design with a 
rope compression system, pick 
retainer panel and reinforced 
ski slots.

• LoadLockerSingle lid closure
• Zipped side entry
• Stiffened weather flap/

compression system
• Double HeadLocker axe 

attachment system 
• Single panel base and sides
• Removable hipbelt, webbing
• Dual density foam hipbelt
• Grab handle/haul loop
• Rope Compression system
• Tri-Flex carry system
• Removable frame sheet and 

spring steel frame
• Moulded, snowshedding back 

panel

Fabric 330D Ripstop/ Hydroshield 
Dura and 840D Ballistic Mandarine/
Hydroshield

WILDERNESS 
EQUIPMENT GEEHI 
50
$299.95

Alpine pack made for full 
alpine racking, including your 
skis or snowboard. Generous 
50L capacity means you won’t 
need to leave anything behind. 

• Lightweight
• Hydration compatible
• Hiking pole loops
• Ice axe loops
• Front external storage
• Lid pockets
• Synthetic
• Contour-FLEX shoulder
• harness keeps bigger
• loads close to the body
• Stowaway hip harness tucks 

neatly away when not in use 
• Collapsible, firm-rim bottle 

pockets with back slots
• Overload pocket with 

elasticated compression Large, 
double-layer throat

• Ski/snowboard carry

Fabric High-tenacity, 210 denier 
ripstop Nylon, PU coated

DEUTER  
GUIDE LITE  
28SL
$249.95

Tough alpine pack with 
external features that all an 
extra 8L carry capacity. Front 
access for easy gear retrieval, 
with removable extras that 
allow you to save on weight 
when not needed.

• VariFlex System
• Adjustable sternum belt
• Ice Axe Attachment
• Ski carry system
• 3L water bladder compatible
• Load transfer to the hip fins 

with flexible V-frame
• Vertical front zip
• Height adjustable lid
• Removable hip belt
• Helmet Mount
• Load adjustment straps
• Goggle holder on shoulder 

strap
• PFC free

Fabric High-tenacity, 210 denier 
ripstop Nylon, PU coated

Great range of simple yet 
effective features keeps this 
pack lightweight and easy to 
use. Removable waist strap 
and lid for even more savings 
on weight. Comfortable, all day 
use thanks the shoulder strap 
wings that keep the rucksack 
closer to the body. 

• Lightweight
• Delrin® U-frames
• Removable hip belt
• Hip fin with loops
• Load adjustment straps
• Helmet Mount
• Height adjustable lid
• Removal backpack lid
• Ice Axe Attachment
• Pole holder
• SOS label
• Compatible with 3.0 liter 

drinking system/bag
• Inside compartment to keep 

your valuables safe
• Adjustable sternum belt
• Goggle holder on shoulder 

strap
• Ski carry system
• Compression straps
• Lite System
• PFC free

SL sized for women’s fit
Fabric 100D PA High Tenacity, 
lightweight version of Deuter’s 
polyamide 330D/250D textile.

Also available:
GUIDE LITE 30+
$249.95
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SKI PACKS
Spectra® fibres are 15 times 
stronger than steel for their 
relative weight and is sewn 
throughout the Khroma. Take 
on rugged winter terrains with 
your skis or snowboard with 
this diagonal or A-frame carry-
capable pack.

• Back panel entry
• Sternum strap with whistle
• Hipbelt with easy release 

buckle, one large pocket and 
one gear loop

• Part recycled, tough, lightweight 
fabric construction

• HeadLocker axe attachment
• Detachable helmet holder
• Snow shedding back panel
• Quick access avalanche safety 

equipment compartment
• Zipped entry, mitt friendly 

pullers

Fabric 210D Cordura with Spectra® 
Ripstop, Hydroshield Dura and 50% 
Recycled 420 PW, Hydroshield

RAB  
KHROMA  
30
$349.95

LOWE ALPINE  
DESCENT 
ND23
$209.95

Women’s specific all-mountain 
ski and snowboard. Rear entry 
with padded back and tough 
fabric reinforcement panels.

• ‘Stabilising wrap’ harness and 
hipbelt

• Removable insulated hydration 
hose cover

• Protective snow shedding back 
panel with rear pack entry

• Easy access Avy gear pocket
• Multi-function carry system 

(A-frame & diagonal ski, 
snowboard or snow shoes)

• Goggle pocket
• Helmet holder
• Mitt friendly winter buckles
• Gear loop and hipbelt pocket
• Top tensioner rope holder
• Daisy chain lash points
• Ice axe loop
• Chest strap
• Large grab handle

Fabric B400 D HD ripstop nylon, 
TPU film laminated

DEUTER 
FREERIDER PRO 
34+
$359.95

EXPED 
COULOIR 
30
$339.95

DEUTER 
FREERIDER PRO 
28SL 
$319.95

EXPED 
GLISSADE  
35
$249.95

NEW! Roll-top closure hidden 
behind strong zip allows you 
to expand capacity up to 10L. 
Ski, snowshoe and snowboard 
attachment capable with two 
dedicated gear straps. Main 
compartment access via rear.

• Alpine back system
• Adjustable sternum belt
• Volume expansion
• Sunglass holder
• Inner compartment for 

valuables
• Delrin U-frame
• Load adjustment straps
• Modular ski attachment
• Helmet mount
• PFC free
• Hip fin with loops
• Ice axe attachment
• Zipped access at the back
• Elasticated inner compartment

Fabric 420D PA Ripstop Clear TPU, 
330D PA 6.6 Ripstop

Women’s specific fit. Back-
opening style, compartments, 
straps and pockets for all your 
winter kit.

• Alpine back system
• Derlin U-frame
• Rear access zipper
• Padded hip belt
• Vari Flex system
• Sternum strap
• Wet pocket
• Helmet holder
• Hydration bladder 3.0L 

compatible
• Hiking pole/ice axe attachment
• Load adjustment straps

Fabric High Density 420D 
polyamide

Also available:
COULOIR 40
$359.95

COULOIR 40 WMS
$359.95

Versatile pack capable of 
ski adventures but made to 
handle anything. Practical 
zippers, top lid pocket, 
back access, numerous 
compartments and extra 
straps for gear make up this 
comfy carrier.

• Recycled fabrics
• PFC Free
• Water repellent
• Padded back, straps and hip 

belt
• Top lid pocket
• Back access
• Mitt friendly zippers

Fabric Recycled 210 D / 420 D robic 
HD ripstop nylon carbonate
PU coated

Women’s specific modern, clean 
pack that may look small but is 
filled with features. Open back 
design for quick, convenient access 
to gear. Ideal for ski and snowshoe 
tours.

• Lightweight
• Clean design
• Clear compartment layout
• Spacious enough to hold the 

necessary equipment for your 
trip

• Versatile attachment points for 
winter equipment

• Enhanced carry comfort thanks 
to two integrated alloy tubular 
stays

Fabric 630-denier Oxford nylon 
PU coated

Also available:
GLISSADE 25 
$219.95



Model Capacity Weight Price
Rab
KHROMA 30 30 L 1.22 kg $349.95

OUTCAST 44 44 L 1.63 kg $239.95

ROGUE 48 48 L 1.37 kg $249.95

Lowe Alpine
DESCENT ND23 23 L (W) 1 kg $209.95

ROGUE 48 48 L 1.37 kg $219.95

Deuter
FREERIDER PRO 28SL 28 L (W) 1.68 kg $319.95

FREERIDER PRO 34+ 34 +10 L 1.28 kg $359.95

Exped
COULOIR 30 30 L 1.5 kg $339.95

COULOIR 40 WOMEN’S 40 L (W) 1.6 kg $359.95

COULOIR 40 40 L 1.6 kg $359.95

GLISSADE 25 25 L (W) 1.2 kg $219.95

GLISSADE 35 35 L (W) 1.5 kg $349.95
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Also available:
CHOLATSE 32
$319.95

CHOLATSE 52:57
$359.95

CHOLATSE ND30
$319.95

CHOLATSE ND50:55
$359.95

CLIMBING PACKS

RAB 
OUTCAST 
44
$239.95

RAB 
ROGUE 
48
$249.95

LOWE ALPINE 
ROGUE 
48
$219.95

With its book-style opening, 
you can get to your gear 
while on the move. Robust 
and durable bag with 
reinforcement in high-wear 
areas. 

• Upper side compression straps 
with retainers

• Top and side carry handles
• Rope tarp 
• Reinforced clip-stick holder
• External zipped guide book 

pocket
• External clip-stick pocket
• Stretch mesh side pocket
• Internal security pocket
• Internal compression straps
• 4 Internal gear loops
• Internal mesh divider
• TRI-FLEX™ carry system 
• Dual density foam harness
• Sternum strap with whistle
• Forward pull padded hipbelt

Fabric 840D ballistic nylon and 
420D nylon

Load transfer thanks to  
TRI-FLEX ™ carry system 
means your full kit can follow 
you to and up your next climb. 
Ideal for trad climbers.

• Zipped top loader entry
• Zipped rear entry
• Upper and lower side 

compression straps with 
retainers

• Rear grab handle
• External zipped guide book 

pocket
• Zipped side pockets
• Stretch mesh side pockets for 

easy access storage
• Internal security pocket
• Internal stretch mesh sleeve
• Easy to use zip sliders with cord 

pullers
• Internal aluminium frame
• Dual density foam harness
• Top tensioner rope holder
• Sternum strap with whistle
• Forward pull padded hipbelt

Fabric 840D ballistic nylon and 
420D nylon

Rogue style crag pack from 
Lowe Alpine. Shares features 
with Rab Rogue 48. 
Ideal for trad climbers.

Fabric 840D ballistic nylon and 
420D nylon

LOWE ALPINE 
SLACKER  
ROPE BAG
$79.95

RAB 
CHALK 
BAG
$29.95
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EXPED
LIGHTNING
45
$339.95

EXPED 
THUNDER 
50
$419.95

EXPED 
FLASH PACK 
POCKET
$29.95

Featherweight top-loader pack 
with excellent motion control. 
Roll-top closure protects your 
gear.

• Lightweight
• Hydration compatible
• Hiking pole loops
• Ice axe loops
• Adjustable back length
• Front external storage
• Zippered hip belt pocket
• Top pocket
• Synthetic
• T-Rex suspension system: 

comfort and ingenious quick 
adjust

• Perfect load transfer via central 
aluminium stave anchored to 
the hip belt

• Roll-top closure combined 
with minimal seam design 
enhances weather protection

• External access to inner pocket 
doubles as exit port for 
hydration system tubes

Fabric 210D Dyneema Ripstop / 
Nylon, PU coated

Also available:
LIGHTNING 45 WMNS
$339.95

LIGHTNING 60
$349.95

ULTRALIGHT HIKING PACKS

Reimagined version of the 
Lightning, with extra features 
and gear storage options. A 
fully featured backpack on an 
ultralight frame.

• Lightweight
• Hydration compatible
• Side access
• Front access
• Hiking pole loops
• Ice axe loops
• Adjustable lid
• Adjustable back length
• Front external storage
• Daisy chains
• Zippered hip belt pocket
• Lid pockets
• Synthetic
• T-Rex suspension system
• Dual-density foam hip belt
• Three access options to main 

compartment 
• 2 lid pockets

Fabric 210D Dyneema Ripstop / 
Nylon, PU coated

Also available:
THUNDER 70
$439.95

THUNDER 50 WMNS
$419.95

THUNDER 70 WMNS
$439.95

A lightweight outer 
pocket that can be 
added to the Exped 
Lightning Packs.

Plastic hooks attach 
and remove easily 
from pack. The airy 
mesh side ideal for 
wet gear and tent 
flys. Turn it around, it 
protects the contents 
with the PU-coated 
nylon side. Simple 
and versatile.


